1. Print your RefWorks bibliography in the Output Style of Accounts of Chemical Research (Updated) format.

Hints:
- If your output style is not in the drop-down menu, then click the Manage Output Styles button. Find the desired output style in the list on the left and transfer it to the list on the right.
- Decision Tree (from first class) points out some of the fields that often have dirty data.
- The process is improved if you have pdfs of each source.

2. Label each entry with one of the choices listed below:

   Assignment #2
   - Print secondary source: Google Scholar
     - Google: Google Book/WorldCat

   Assignment #3
   - SF preparation
   - SF chemical interesting
   - SF chemical interesting
   - SF chemical interesting
     - WoS chemically interesting

   Assignment #4
   - IR
   - Mass
   - NMR – Carbon
   - NMR – Proton
     - NMR – Oxygen
     - NMR – Nitrogen
     - NMR – Phosphorus
     - UV/Vis

   Assignment #5
   - SF reaction
   - Reaxys reaction

Either A or B

A. Hand in the labeled bibliography at the next class period.

B. Meet with me before 6 pm on Sun, Nov 6, 2016.
   a. Go over your printed & labeled bibliography
   b. Make any changes in RefWorks
   c. Print revised bibliography, label it & hand in before leaving
   d. This process can take upwards of 40 minutes

3. Research Strategy Worksheet – steps 1-3
   Use the worksheet in the Session 9 section of the course web page